
V SERIES
....unsurpassed German engineering and craftsmanship
incorporated into a fundamental, reliable, and very durable design....

Designed & Produced in Germany for

Accessories & Upgrades

5 step magnification changer
6:1 zoom magnification changer
Sterilizable knob control covers

Video & co-observation attachment
Inclinable binocular 0-210 degree

Objective lens adaptor for sterile drapes
Assorted operator handles

Cine-Splitter Video System

One camera can be shared between the microscope and endoscopes

The camera easily slides out 
of the optical body

Slide the camera into the modified
endoscope coupler

Attach the coupler to any
standard ENT endoscope
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More Quality Products

      •  Patient Chairs
      •  Treatment Cabinets
      •  Flexible & Rigid ENT Scopes
      •  Video Cameras & Accessories
      •  Instruments
    

JEDMED microscope experts have been supporting the medical community since 1978.
You can rely on us for pre-purchase consultation, installation, and after-sales service.



The V-Series has been developed using unsurpassed German engineering and craftsmanship 
incorporated into a fundamental, reliable and very durable design.  This combination 

will provide you the needed magnification, illumination, and flexibility you are seeking 
in a microscope without adding unnecessary and potentially volatile options.  Considering 
your basic needs, other microscopes often utilize a design which incorporates unnecessary 

“bells and whistles” that typically lead to increased costs and lost time during failure.

Illumination is a critical element for your microscope.

The JEDMED/Kaps V-Series
microscope uses our exclusive
V Prism system, delivering two
beams of intense light onto the
field.  These are the only ENT
microscopes designed standard
with two coaxial beams of light
to brilliantly illuminate your view.

The two beams from above and below your line of vision 
reduce shadows and add to the clarity and contrast of the 
image, providing even illumination of the field.

-  Top quality precision ground advanced German optical lenses
-  V-Series floods the field from two angles for unparalleled contrast, clarity and shadow reduction
-  Customized high output fiber optic light source
-  High transmission peak resolution fiber optic cable
-  Three stage magnification changer (factors of 0.63x, 1.0x, 1.6x)
-  Straight bincoular F=125mm with precision pupillary distance fine adjustment
-  High eyepoint eyepieces 12.5x with diopter adjustments and locks
-  Fine focusing objective lens 250mm
-  Pistol grip manipulation handle for easy movement
-  Adjustable spring assisted suspension arm with lock
-  2 year limited warranty

V-Series Microscope Highlights

Smooth precise movements accent the users level 
of comfort.  Magnification change, fine focus, and 
pupillary distance adjustments are all conveniently 
located at the operator’s finger tips.  The pistol grip 
shown is just one of many available handles.

Decades of design expertise are incorporated into these 
microscopes resulting in a durable precision system.  
Sophisticated articulation joints provide a stable support to 
the optical base while allowing easy smooth manipulation.

The unique V-Series lens system is made up of expertly honed and pol-
ished German optics.  These advanced lenses have special dispersive 
properties which adjust light for sharper color and spherical accuracy.  
True color rendition is achieved without the need for high cost illumina-
tion bulbs.


